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With 5 studios in the heart of London’s West End — Soho and 
Fitzrovia — Voiceover Soho provides audio post-production for 
TV, radio, online and cinema. A new studio at 33 Tottenham Street 
has recently been equipped with the Dolby Atmos Mastering 

System (reviewed on page 14 in this issue) and Genelec 8351-based Atmos 
monitoring. Resolution went along to talk to owner Peter Morris and engineer 
Jai Williams.

Peter, how did you first get into the voice business and studio 
ownership?
PM: I had been a recording artist, I was signed to Warners and we had a small 
studio in Berwick Street. I started to compose music for film — then for TV — 
then for commercials. With commercials came voiceover, and because of our 
position and the work we had, we started recording more VO. Before we knew 
it, we had started Voiceover Soho, then a year after that I found many of our 
productions were asking us for artists as well. So we worked backwards: from 
running a studio to becoming an agency. That was when I set up Soho Voices, 
and it really took off. The nice thing is that the agency and the studio cross-
fertilise each other. You bring something in for the studio and they will often say: 
‘have you got an artist?’  

How would you characterise VO work today?
PM: It is a very immediate business and there is a quick turnover. Quite often, 
you have a whole production that may have hundreds of thousands invested, 
and at the very end they decide they need a new voice artist for it. It could mean 
“the good and the great”, or it could be whoever is just right for the job. There is 
often a rush to get it in, and that can be ‘can we get 6 people in tomorrow?’ or 
‘we need to get people in this afternoon’. Online is the new arena. Our star has 
risen with the advent of platforms like YouTube. Now online is actually leading 
what is happening in the rest of the industry.

How has online media affected voiceover production?
PM: Even if a production is not going to TV or radio, it is going online 99 
times out of 100. The client may decide they don’t want to spend hundreds of 
thousands buying TV airtime, and find that doing it online and in social media — 
maybe some cinema ads — might work better. Conventional media is not going 
to vanish, but it is changing with the intervention of big technology companies, 
the subscription giants. Between Amazon and Netflix, the budget for this year is 
around $10.5bn for new content. That illustrates the amount of creative input 
and new material available on subscription. If you watch Game of Thrones or 
Breaking Bad you invest a lot in those characters. You watch maybe 5 series: 
that’s 50-70 hours of those characters, not just 1.5 hours as in a conventional 
movie! Viewers are investing a lot of time in those characters. More and more 
people have a home cinema — or at least a big TV with a soundbar — and are 
getting into watching subscription TV with the production values of a movie 
(as in Game of Thrones). The writing quality and depth is innovative. It does 
things that conventional TV would not allow producers to do — it may be 
sexier — or it may be more violent. If it was ITV, the advertisers would not like 
it, but the Tech giants are going beyond what Channel 4 would ever have done. 
Now, in subscription TV there is a new model: producing thousands of hours of 
new content. There is currently a very constructive fight to the top (this is not 
Channel 5!) because everyone is trying to bring out new, exciting content. If 
Microsoft bring out a new platform, if Google develop theirs — who knows — 
maybe Facebook will introduce an entertainment channel! The History Channel 
financed 5 series of Vikings — which has great production values, writing and 
cast — and all of these productions are now being mixed in Dolby Atmos. Black 
Sails is a series for Amazon Prime that was mixed originally in Dolby Atmos, as 
was Game of Thrones. Production values are high. 
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Is this the reason you recently 
installed the Dolby Atmos 
Mastering System?
PM: We are one of the first 
companies in Britain to go for 
the new Dolby licence, which is 
geared to exactly the market we are 
talking about: Netflix and Amazon 
Prime. Our suppliers HHB have 
been instrumental in helping to 
implement the technology. HHB’s 
knowledge is phenomenal — we 
can’t fault them — they have been 
there for us all the way. They can 
be here in 5 minutes, and we have 
had so many sessions with them on implementing our Avid and Dolby systems, 
and the Atmos speaker positioning. HHB and Genelec produced speaker plans 
for us. We moved the position of doors and windows in the new studio around 
the speaker plan before we did the acoustic treatment, so everything was in the 
optimum position. 

Jai — would it be true to say TV viewers have got so used to 
accepting movie ADR as the “norm” — and a lot of dialogue for 
commissioned TV work is now extremely close mic-ed?
JW: If you listen to a 1980’s TV drama, for example something like The 
Sweeney and then you compare it with CSI and listen to the way they’ve 
recorded it, 90% of what we have today is a whisper, by comparison! They 
demand a good sound, comparable to a movie, as they’re going to produce a 
Blu-ray at the end of it.

 
Tell me something about your workflow: are the artists in the 
booth, or somewhere else?
JW: This room has been open for roughly a month and in that time we have had 
guest engineers fly in from Iceland to come and join us to do their ADR ... we 
have had artists on ISDN or Skype, or right there in front of us in the booth. That’s 

what I love about 
recording in this new 
studio: utilising the 
DAD and the S6, I 
have everything at 
the touch of a button 
and I can bring 
anyone I need in via 
Skype or ISDN. We 
have the dropdown 
screen, so we never 
have to leave this 
room, which is 
unprecedented. Even 
De Lane Lea and 

those type of facilities have separate suites, whereas we have 
it all-in-one, which is most important. One of the things we 
hadn’t been able to do previously was have a big enough 
space so we could do crowd ADR: with the screen here, we 
can just pull some furnishings forward and do crowd ADR in 
an open space with our floating floor and triple glazing.

Could you give an example, from a project point of 
view, of your ability to bring different sources in?
JW: Tomorrow we have several people in different countries 
recording ADR in America and France, and both working on 
ADR for a feature and game at the same time. We do a lot 
of track laying downstairs — we are working on a big job 
for a stage show for The Vikings for example — which is a 

big screen show outdoors, with thousands watching: actors and dancers and 
lightshows, telling the history of the Vikings. It will be visiting Iceland, Sweden, 
Norway, Denmark, France, Spain and Ireland over 3 years. This is a movie-style 
production with lots of different dialogue, music tracks and sound design. In this 
respect it is comparable with a movie.

When we have talent in a lot of different locations, the talkback is handled via 
the DAD, and that goes via Pro Tools outputs straight through to the ISDN unit, 
or a Dante sound card connected by the AX32 to Skype and Source-Connect. 

Like a music recording facility you have a central, shared  
machine room.
JW: My primary desire was to keep both studio 1 and 2 free from noisy 
equipment and to allow all areas to be interconnected (if necessary) via 
analogue patch-bays. Apart from the CAT 6 patch-bays, we have 25 pin D-sub 
to 1/4” jack for audio to all studios. We had studio 2 installed first, with the Mac 
Pro HDX and the Avid Omni, plus an AJA converter box for the screen. We have 
a 100MB fibre optic link along with ISDN. So having this kit all together means 
every studio is capable of running an ISDN session by patching into the Telos 
transceiver unit — or indeed any other kit that may be required at a later date 
by a client. More recently another Mac Pro with 2 Avid HDX cards has gone in 
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for studio 1, along with another AJA video box and the DAD AX32. The DAD 
feeds the Avid S6 and the Genelecs via AES and CAT 6 — a connection scheme 
which allows the Genelec Monitor System to balance the speakers — and what 
a difference it made. When the first SAM alignment sweep was done ... it sounds 
so clear.

The preamps on the DAD AX32 do a great job and make working with the 
S6 easy, whether recording vocals or sending foldback to headphones. We had 
a Audinate Sound Board and Virtual Sound Card added to this system, which 
gives us the capability (on the Avid S6) to bring directors & clients on Skype 
directly into the session. It supplies a feed to the voice artist’s headphones in 
the booth’s, and sends the client a feed direct from the mic or Pro Tools outputs. 
Along with the Dolby kit we’ve also installed Avid Sync and MADI boxes to 
feed the Dolby RMU.

Has producing for digital changed the way you work with an artist 
in the booth?
JW: Technology sometimes creates a discussion that can go on and on, and 
people have expectations that are a lot higher — ‘can we take this syllable out 
of that word and put it somewhere else?’ ... and so 
on. We do take parts of sentences and chop them 
up to create a performance. We don’t often do time 
stretching — only where you are syncing to video 
and it’s a little bit tight. More often than not with 
ADR, we will go until we get the take. If the take 
we’ve got that doesn’t fit is better than the one we 
have that does fit, we might do a very small amount 
of tweaking. The loop record ADR auto playlists 
in Pro Tools have been a big game-changer. You 
can give the artist as many takes as they need and 
after the last 3 or 4 they generally have it spot on. 
However, we don’t want to exhaust the artist, they 
can get a bit lost with unlimited takes. If they know 
where they are they can save energy, rather than a 
scatter gun effect of getting a whole load of takes, 
actors need direction.  

Peter, is that part of Voiceover Soho’s role? 
Not only to record voices and represent the 
talent, but to direct it as well?
PM: Actors have the talent, but context is everything 
and the context can change everything. Films don’t 
get made without directors, and VO is just the same. 
One great idea at Voiceover Soho is that we get our 
young recording engineers to do script sessions with 
new talent represented by our sister company Soho 
Voices. Artists want to make show reels, whether 
they are seasoned professionals or brand new to the 
business. So we do script sessions, which means 
both the artists and the engineers are learning. The 
engineers learn to direct a voice and it’s their job to 
make realistic commercials, which we then put onto 
the Soho Voices website for potential agencies to book 
the artist. It’s proper training for engineers, which I 
have not seen anywhere else. One of the ways we 
grew as a studio was by helping artists make voice 
reels, and that became the basis of our agency. 

Do you think your USP is that you come 
with an overall view of the production, 
whereas in the past VO has just been about 
recording words?  
PM: In 2008, when I first came into the industry, I 
tried to provide a 360 service — providing an artist, 
a recording, a mix for cinema — and I gave one price 
with the usage of the voice included. That was at 
the beginning of some new tech startups ... which 
are now taking over the media world. A lot of those 
companies started small and we would be offering an 
all-in package, the companies grew, and look what’s 
happened to Google and YouTube in 10 years! It’s not 
just about online media — there’s tech hardware — 
like Apple, who we work with a lot, and increasingly, 
telecom companies. We did about 100 videos for 
BT, on how to use smartphones. Producing voices 

for Apps is a whole new 
area, and there’s a massive 
growing market. The way 
we will be using mobile 
technology in the future 
— moving money around, 
distributing photographs, 
sharing information — will 
be increasingly controlled 
by voice. We’ve also 
produced a lot of content on how to administer medicines, international 
pharmaceutical companies have bigger GDPs than many countries now!

I think there has been a revolution in the use of voice, people talk about 
it in terms of the “humanisation of the web”. In the last 10 years the likes of 
YouTube have become ubiquitous. Now everything in our lives — whether it is 
music, information, commercial products or gaming — our entire life is online. 
For all of that content we need to have a voice to talk you through and show 
you how it is done. n
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